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Abstract
This paper reports on a collaborative guidance case study,
which investigated the use of remote pointing and
drawing technologies in a system designed for spatially
focussed collaborative tasks. Four guidance technologies
were available to the participants – pointing and drawing
over video of the remote site and pointing and drawing
into the remote workplace itself. The experimental task
was designed to mimic the actions observed in an actual
application setting. The purpose of the study was to see
how the participants would use the technology and how
they would collaborate with each other during the
performance of the task...
Specifically, the experiment looked at how the
participants selected from the choice of guidance
technology, and changed their selection, as the task
progressed. It looked at how they used the technology
and how they created working, 3-dimensional, shared
frames of reference for the task. Finally it explored the
way the system supported emerging collaborative
behaviour between each pair of participants.
The paper concludes that the participants were able to
make reasoned choices about their selection of guidance
technology, and that they evolved effective guidance
strategies as the task progressed. They adapted their
understanding of each other’s frame of reference with
respect to the task by focusing on reference objects
created during the task. Finally, the paper concludes that
the experimental system did indeed foster emerging
collaborative behaviour between the participants.

line-drawing gestures, then they were free to use their
own choice of these to complete the task.
The
participants had a real-time face-to-face video and audio
link, in addition to their shared view of the task
workspace, and their collaboration included use of hand,
face and body gestures, spatial references and taskspecific dialogue.
The motivation for this study was to investigate the
remote guidance component of a tele-health system prior
to deploying that system in a clinical pilot study. In the
tele-health scenario we have a surgeon at a major hospital
conducting a post-operative paediatric consultation with
the patient and a clinic assistant, both located remotely at,
say, a regional medical centre. The role of the guidance
technology is to allow the surgeon to guide the assistant
in the very three-dimensional task of examining the
patient and, in particular, the healing surgical site.
This study explored the way the guidance technologies,
and their broader video and audio links, could support the
task of directing an activity, and also how they could
support collaborative activity between the surgeon and
the assistant. To place this work in context, Figures 1 and
2 show the surgeon’s office and patient’s clinic for the
tele-health system. Figures 3 & 4 show the experimental
system for this study as a sub-system of the tele-health
system. Figures 1 and 2 also show the two-way face-toface video and audio links between the surgeon and the
remote participants, including the clinic assistant.

Keywords: Collaborative guidance, tele-collaboration,
remote pointing, remote drawing.
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Introduction

The case study which is reported in this paper looked at
the way in which the participants used pointing and linedrawing gestures to guide a remotely located partner to
complete a specific task in a three-dimensional setting.
The study also looked at how they collaborated during the
process of completing the task. During each run of the
study, pairs of participants completed self-paced training
in two technologies for delivering remote pointing and

Figure 1: The surgeon’s end of the tele-health system
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The complete tele-health system uses three fixed video
channels to connect the surgeon’s office and patient’s
clinic. As seen in Figure 1, the left-hand video connects
the surgeon to the examination area of the clinic room,
the central plasma video display gives an overview of the
whole clinic room and the right-hand video connects the
surgeon to where the patient and family would sit during
discussions with the surgeon. Two tablet displays are

visible on the surgeon’s desk. Figure 2 shows the
matching video channels in the patient’s clinic, and an
overhead camera and laser device mounted on a pole.
During this study only the tablet displays, the overhead
camera and laser device, and the examination face-to-face
video displays were used.

of the remote actor and workspace, taken from a video
camera mounted on a pole above the actor. By moving
the pen just over the surface of the tablet the instructor
could control a cursor that functioned as a pointer for the
actor, and by drawing on the surface of the tablet the
instructor could create transient drawings with which to
guide the actor.

Figure 2: View of patient’s clinic
The study task was designed to mimic the types of actions
that we had noted during observations of outpatient
clinics at the hospital and in discussions with our clinical
partners. The types of actions, however, were framed in
such a way that the task could be carried out by nonmedically-trained participants. This allowed us to design
and conduct the study in a relatively self-contained
manner, and to get some general insight into the
performance of the guidance component of the larger
system. The alternative, designing a health-related task
and having health professionals as experimental
participants, would have been much more expensive to
develop and would have consumed scarce time and effort
on the part of our clinical partners. We fully expect that
the results of this study will influence the way that we
incorporate this guidance technology into the larger telehealth system.

Figure 3: Instructor using the tablet display and
electronic pen to guide the actor
This interface controlled two different guidance
technologies. One pointing and drawing technology,
referred to here as “on-video”, placed the cursor or drawn
lines over the live video as seen on the tablet display.
The actor had an identical tablet display mounted in front
of the workspace and, by looking up from the workspace,
could see, in real time, the cursor and drawing gestures of
the instructor.

Within this study we refer to the person mimicking the
role of the surgeon as the “instructor” and the person
mimicking the role of the clinic assistant as the “actor”.
In transcripts of their dialogue we refer to them as “I” and
“A”.
The study explored the following aspects of collaborative
guidance between the pairs of participants:
•

Their choice of pointing and drawing options
and the reasons behind these choices

•

The way the instructor guided the actor to
complete the components of the task

•

The way the instructor and actor dealt with the
mismatch between their 3D spatial frames of
reference

•

The emergence of collaborative behaviour
between the instructor and actor

The guidance technologies available to the instructor
were controlled by a tablet display and electronic pen
(Figure 3). A window on the display showed live video

Figure 4: Experimental configuration for the actor
The second technology, referred to here as “inworkspace”, used a custom-built laser device mounted
with the overhead camera. The instructor’s gestures with
the electronic pen over or on the tablet display controlled
the laser device to project cursor graphics or real-time
drawing into the actor’s workspace. The green lines

projected by the laser device into the workspace can be
seen in Figures 4, 5 and 7.

Figure 5: The green laser-projected line will guide the
actor to draw an irregular shape
The two technologies each had different advantages. The
“on-video” technology provided a precise 2-D interface
to the remote guidance, and was interpreted by the actor
on a 2-D display at the remote site. The cursor and line
drawing were exactly where the instructor had placed
them. The actor, however, needed to look up from the 3D workspace to see the 2-D display to interpret the
instructions.
The “in-workplace” technology was slightly less precise
and required the instructor to be aware of the 3-D spatial
relationships of the objects in the workspace. The
displayed cursor and lines were, however, visible to the
actor in the workspace, requiring no shift of visual
attention or matching of the 2-D display to the 3-D
workspace. Figures 3 and 4 show the instructor and actor
using the in-workplace line-drawing guidance
technology.

2

Related Prior Work

Several different technologies have been used to support
remote guidance. One technology is to draw over live
video of the task space, displaying the output on a screen
in the remote workspace (Ou et al. 2003; Fussell et al.
2004) or on a head-mounted display (Bauer et al. 1999;
Kraut et al. 2003).
A second technology is to project guidance gestures into
the actual workspace.
The GestureCam system,
developed by Kuzuoka and colleagues, combines a laser
pointer and a camera on a moveable actuator controllable
from a remote site (Kuzuoka et al. 1994; Kuzuoka et al.
1995). This work was extended to include placing the
camera and laser pointer on mobile devices (Yamazaki et
al. 1999; Kuzuoka et al. 2000). Kurata and colleagues
describe a wearable system, called the Wearable Active
Camera/Laser (Kurata et al. 2004).
A third technology is to project live video of the guider’s
(instructor’s) hands into the remote workspace (Kirk et al.
2005; Kirk et al. 2005; Kirk and Fraser 2006). The hands
are then available for the full richness of natural gestures.

Several of these papers consider these technologies from
the point of view of comparative evaluation. They
identify potentially equivalent generic ways of addressing
a given task then conduct controlled experiments. For
example, one study projected video into the remote
workspace and used three conditions: instructors hands,
hands and digital sketching, digital sketching only (Kirk
and Fraser 2006). Various performance metrics are then
evaluated.
These include time to completion and
accuracy of completion of the task (Fussell et al. 2004)
and time taken and mistakes made (Bauer et al. 1999;
Kirk et al. 2005).
Our paper takes a different approach. We take the view
that each of the technologies has its strengths and
weaknesses, and is appropriate for different situations.
For example, the on-video drawing can be more precise
(it is a 2D user interface to a 2D display) but there is a
cost for the “worker” in looking up from the task space to
view it [“worker” in Kirk’s terminology, “actor” in ours]
(Kirk et al. 2005). In-workplace drawing overcomes this
cost, but at the expense of precision of placing the drawn
sketch (it uses a 2D user interface to a 3D workspace
display with a 3D camera/laser offset disparity). In the
relatively complex task that we are using we expected
that there would be a role for both on-video pointing and
drawing and in-workplace pointing and drawing. These
roles would depend on the particular stage of the task and
on how the participants chose to interact. We therefore
provided all four of these options and observed how the
participants chose to use them as the experimental task
unfolded. For the “in-workplace” options the method for
translating the 2D user interface into the 3D workspace is
discussed by Palmer and colleagues (Palmer et al. 2007).
We used a pair of experimental subjects in each run of the
experiment. This use of pairs of participants has been
followed in several previous studies (Bauer et al. 1999;
Fussell et al. 2004; Kirk and Fraser 2006). Other studies
used a small number of experiment confederates or
trained participants as instructors and experimental
participants as actors. By not having an experiment
confederate as the instructor we avoided any
preconceptions of how the task should be conducted.
Several previous studies have placed an emphasis on fast
and accurate completion of the task. In one study the
participants were offered an additional $25 “by being the
fastest and most accurate pair to complete the task”
(Fussell et al. 2004). In our study we placed much more
emphasis on the collaboration between the instructor and
actor over the task. This mimics the corresponding telehealth situation of surgeon and remote clinic assistant
collaborating to examine the patient, where the process of
examination is important. In our experimental task,
therefore, both the training and the task phases were selfpaced, and it was left to the two participants to agree that
they had reached a satisfactory conclusion to the task.
In designing their experiment, Fussell and colleagues
implemented a feature that automatically erased any lines
that had been drawn after a certain display time (ibid.).
They based this on the idea that the underlying video was
transient and that this would free their participants from
having to manually erase old parts of a drawing. We

followed their idea and implemented an automatic fade
for our drawing, both on-video and in-workplace. After
some fine-tuning we settled on a 5-second time-to-fade.
Kraut and colleagues emphasise the importance of both
participants having a shared view of the task space (Kraut
et al. 2003). In our experiment we extend this concept in
the following ways; both participants have similar views
of the actual workspace – the actor can see exactly what
is in front of him or her and the instructor can see the
workspace via the overhead camera. In addition to this,
the instructor can see the actor himself or herself sitting at
the workspace and the actor can see the instructor’s view,
which is replicated on the swivel-mounted tablet display.
The instructor and actor can, therefore, see the task space
and can also see (and understand) what each other can
see.
The work reported here is a sequel to an earlier guidance
interface study (Smith et al. 2007) which looked at
different user interface concepts for controlling on-video
and in-workplace guidance technology. In that study
only the instructor was an experimental subject and the
purpose was to explore three different user interfaces.
One conclusion from this study was that, for tasks that
require a detailed sequence of spatial instructions, the
collaboration between the instructor and the actor was
very important. This collaboration included both voice
and gestures, and interface features that interrupted it
interfered with their ability to complete the task.

the dress itself had no clearly describable structure and
relatively few landmarks the instructor had to use the
guidance technology to point and gesture the instructions
for placing the shape. Two things contributed to the
complexity of the placement component of the task: the
mis-match of the actor’s physical view of the workspace
and the instructor’s video view, and the haphazard way
that the actor picked up the dress and presented it to the
instructor’s view.

Figure 6: The shape that the instructor guides the
actor to draw

The present study differs from our earlier study in the
following ways. The user-interface for this study
incorporates the design results from the previous study.
This study uses experimental subjects for both instructor
and actor. It has an extended, self-paced training phase
that is closer to the study task than previously. Lastly, it
focuses on the evolving choice of guidance technology
and on the evolving collaboration between the two
experimental subjects.

3
3.1

Collaborative Task Used in This Study
Task Description

The basic task required the instructor to guide the actor in
drawing the shape, shown in Figure 6, onto a piece of
fabric, cutting out the shape and then pinning it onto an
article of clothing (a child’s dress) which was fitted over
a foam rubber core to give it its proper 3-dimensional
shape. The instructor was able to point or draw over a
video of the actor’s workspace, and also to point and
draw with a laser projector into the actor’s workspace.
The instructor and actor also had a face-to-face video and
audio link so that they could conduct a dialogue about the
progress of the task. Because the shape was relatively
amorphous it could not be drawn from high-level verbal
instructions. As one instructor said to their partner “It's
an odd looking patch, [laughs] that's the best way to
describe it.” The instructor needed to use a moving
pointer or line-segment drawing to guide the actor in
drawing the shape.
The instructor then guided the actor to place the shape in
the correct position and orientation on the dress. Because

Figure 7: Placing a fabric patch on the dress. The
green laser cursor (below her left thumb) shows the
position of the patch directly in the workspace

3.2

Rationale for This Task

There were several objectives for the experimental task.
Firstly, the task would involve objects and actions both
on a flat surface and in the three-dimensional workspace
which were sufficiently amorphous that high-level
instructions or prior knowledge were not appropriate.
This was in contrast to the assemble tasks (Lego, bicycle,
etc.) used in many guidance studies (Fussell et al. 2004;
Kirk et al. 2005; Kirk and Fraser 2006) where common
words match the component shapes, the components
themselves can join in only a limited number of ways and
many people have extensive childhood experience with
the objects.
Secondly, the actions involved in the task mimic the
actions observed by participants in outpatient clinics at

the children’s hospital. These include pointing to the
surgical site, indicating by gesture a region of the body
and using directional motion to indicate mobility of a
joint or limb. The movements take place in a workspace
roughly the size of a small child and have an amorphous,
line-sketching character rather than precise circles,
rectangles and straight lines.
Thirdly, the purpose of the task was to entice the
participants to use the technology, to think about how
they represented guidance intent and to engage in
collaboration with their experiment partner. Success in
the task was a matter for the satisfaction of the
participants themselves, rather than being measured in
terms of success rates, times to completion or errors
made.

4
4.1

Method
Experimental Protocol

The basic task was embedded in a larger experimental
protocol:
•

Information about the experiment was given to the
participants the day before

•

A brief initial interview was conducted to collect
demographic data and sign the participant consent
form

•

The audio-visual equipment and tablet display
interfaces were explained, and the two participants
were introduced using the face-to-face video link

•

The four guidance options (pointing and drawing,
either on-video or in-workspace) were demonstrated

•

The participants undertook self-paced training using
a sequence of computer-screen instructions. This
training consisted of 4 tasks each using one of the
guidance technologies to guide the actor to draw
relatively simple shapes onto paper, thus anticipating
in a simpler form the actual task.

•

They then completed the task using whatever
combination of guidance techniques they chose,
again following a sequence of computer-screen
instructions. The task consisted of selecting the
correct fabric, drawing the shape, cutting it out and
placing it on the dress.

•

Each participant completed an exit interview

The study took place between remotely located rooms in
two different CSIRO laboratories, one in Sydney and the
other in Canberra. An Internet connection between the
two rooms carried the real-time video and audio channels
for the face-to-face communication system, and
supported the remote display of video and instructional
data on the tablet displays.

4.2

Data Collection

The full experimental sessions were recorded on
videotape at both sites. Each video record contains a
view of the actions of the participant at the particular site

as well as the audio of the whole interaction between the
sites.
Each participant was accompanied by an
experimenter for the whole time, and the experimenter
took notes of their observations. The exit interviews were
also recorded so that the participants’ full responses were
available for analysis.

4.3

Hardware Configuration

The hardware used for this study was a subset of the full
tele-health system. The instructor used the left-hand
face-to-face video subsystem as shown in Figure 1, and in
detail in Figure 3, consisting of camera, microphone,
small fold-back video monitor, LCD screen and audio
speaker. The actor used the corresponding subsystem
located in the area of the patient’s clinic used for patient
examinations, shown in Figure 2 and in detail in Figure 4.
The other face-to-face video subsystem and the room
overview subsystem were switched off during this study.
The instructors used a Wacom tablet and electronic pen to
control all four guidance options, as shown in Figure 3.
The results of these guidance options appeared for the
actors either on the arm-mounted Wacom tablet shown in
Figure 4, or directly projected into the actors’ workspace
from the pole-mounted laser projection system. The pole
mounting is visible on the right-hand corner of the curved
desk in Figure 2.
A video camera mounted on the pole, together with the
laser projection system, provided the video view of the
actor and his/her workspace. This was the video
component on the Wacom tablet which the instructors
used to reference their guidance actions. This video,
together with any superimposed pointing or drawing, was
shown to the actors on their arm-mounted Wacom tablet.
The actors, therefore, could see exactly the view of their
workspace that their instructors were seeing. When the
in-workspace laser was used the actors could see the
pointing/drawing directly in their workspace and, if they
looked up at the tablet, could see the view of the laser that
the instructors had.

5
5.1

Results
Participants

Six pairs of participants took part in this study. They
were recruited from within CSIRO and from the
university populations nearby. The participants lived in
different cities from their partners for this experiment and
did not know each other.

5.2

Choice of Pointing and Drawing Options

In the fabric selection subtask the instructor directed the
actor to choose one of six differently patterned pieces of
fabric. Four instructors used purely verbal instructions,
one used on-video pointing and one used in-workplace
pointing together with spoken instructions. An example:
I:

OK, so we need this piece of fabric. Look on your
screen, we need that piece of fabric [indicates with
on-screen pointer]

The instructors chose a range of drawing options to guide
the actor to draw the shape. One used the in-workspace
drawing mode, with the actor drawing directly onto the
fabric. Another used the on-video mode to illustrate the
shape, then the in-workspace mode to guide the actor to
draw directly onto fabric. The four other pairs negotiated
to draw draft shapes onto paper (they used spare paper
from the training phase), transfer the shape to fabric then
edit the shape. The instructors used a combination of all
four modes (point/draw on-video/in-workspace) to guide
this process. The final editing was mostly done using the
more precise on-video drawing.
All six instructors used pointers to guide the actor to
place the patch on the dress – three used on-video and
three used in-workplace. All used a mixture of verbal
direction and pointing to orient and shift the patch
towards its correct location.
Decisions on these choices were based on the
participants’ perceptions of the tools, as these two
dialogue fragments show:
I: Which tool did you prefer?
A: The laser that draws is pretty cool, but the red one’s
probably better
I: That’s what I was thinking as well
I: Maybe if I use the red one [on-video] to show you,
because it seems to stay on the screen longer, then I’ll
use the green one [in-workspace] when we go to do
the real drawing

5.3

Guidance Strategies

All six instructors used the basic strategy of drawing the
shape as a sequence of curved line segments and asking
the actor to draw each segment, with spoken fragments
like “in”, “out”, “around” and “here” as they drew the
segments. All six prefaced this drawing sequence with a
short discussion with the actor about the nature of the
shape and how they would go about drawing it. Four
pairs decided to co-opt the spare paper from the training
tasks to draw draft versions of the shape.
A: Do you want to practise first, on a bit of paper?
I: Yeah, that would be good.
When an initial shape was in place, either on the fabric or
on paper, the instructor framed the guidance with
reference to the draft, which they could both see and to
which they could point and gesture. To edit one feature,
three instructors described it as “like a shark fin”, and
their actors immediately understood what they meant.
I:

And up here has gotta go just a little bit farther out so
it's a big bulbous sort of thing and then here
A: So like out here
I: Yup, [pause] and just a bit farther out there
To place the patch in the correct location and orientation
on the dress the instructors all asked the actors to place
the dress (on its foam core) onto the work surface and
then to orient it so that they could see it clearly. They
then used the pointing tools (either on-screen or inworkplace) to locate the patch followed by spoken

instructions to rotate and shift the patch to its correct
position.

5.4

Frames of Reference

The instructor’s and actor’s views of the workspace were
approximately at 90 degrees to each other. In spite of
this, all six instructors used words like up/down,
top/bottom and across in their verbal directions. In one
case the actor pointed out the mis-match between points
of view but the instructor later reverted to his earlier
usage.
At a smaller scale, the instructors used the centre of the
shape as the reference point, with phrases “curve
outwards” and “curve inwards”.
Two instructors
explicitly asked their actors to rotate the fabric patch “so
the horizontal side is the longest”.
This showed
awareness of the actor’s orientation and served to align
the instructor’s view of the fabric with the displayed
shape on the instructor’s private view of the experimental
instructions.
All six pairs modified the drawn shape to better match the
required shape. This editing was done using instructions
and actor responses made with respect to the draft shape.
Both could point directly into the space and could see the
editing instructions and actor responses. These formed a
tightly coupled dialogue.
I:

You kind of see that little thing that juts out again,
[gestures with in-workspace tool] just copy that
shape, that's exactly what we need

I:

This here and this here are meant to be like sort of
aligned [points with in-workspace tool]
A: Here and here? [points with felt-tip pen]
In placing the patch at its correct location on the dress the
instructors used spoken instructions such as “towards the
hem”, “it’s in the middle, below the pocket” and “a
centimetre or two towards the seam”. The dress itself
provided the frame of reference for the instructions.

5.5

Collaborative Behaviour

All six pairs of participants exhibited collaborative
behaviour throughout the experiment. The experiment
started with introductions using the face-to-face video
link, fulfilling the social meeting process. During the
experiment they spoke to each other often, looking up
from the task to make eye contact.
The training phase was self-paced by the instructors, who
read the instructions to their partner as they progressed.
They shared the humour of the unusual shapes and
verbally celebrated success at the end of drawing each
shape. While drawing each shape they exchanged verbal
confirmation of each curve segment.
All six pairs edited together the first version of the shape
that they drew for the main task.
I: This area there, a bit closer
A: Closer? You mean further away from this side?
[Points]

I: Yes
During this editing process the actor sometimes took the
lead.
A: So from here [points with felt-tip pen]
I: Yeah
A: Can you direct me from here?
I: OK from there …
The pairs were observed to negotiate the initial approach
to the task and repairs when difficulties were
encountered.
I:

A:
I:
A:
I:
A:
I:

A:
I:

A:

5.6

[Selects on video tool] How about if I draw it and
you just sort of like have a look and then we’ll, we’ll
start again
Yeah
[Under breathe] Na actually yeah it’s probably
Could you actual give a demonstration using the
green maybe?
I was just going to say you can see my red one on
your screen can't you?
Yeah
Alright but if I [pause] if um, maybe with the
demonstration if I just show you with the red one
cause the red one seems to stay the lines seem to stay
on a little bit longer
Yep
So if I use the red one and you just have a look and
then I'll use the green one when we go to do the real
drawing, ok?
Yeah

Exit Interview

An exit questionnaire was given to both instructor and
actor during the exit interview. It covered the choice of
the guidance tool, the guidance strategies, the
participants’ awareness of each other’s view of the
workspace and strategies for repairing task-based
misunderstandings.
a. Instructors: What influenced your choice of tool?
Four said that they chose the in-workspace (laser) tool
because they felt that it would be easier for their partner
to follow. One pair had technical problems with the laser
tool and agreed to use the on-screen tool. The last pair
had zoomed the overhead camera, which created
calibration problems in its 3-dimensional behaviour so
they chose the on-screen marker to give the instructor
more precision in giving instructions.
I:

I guess it depended on what was easy for either party
and we kind of just discussed which one was better
b. Instructors and actors: Did you change your strategy
during the experiment?
Five instructors said that they did not change their
strategy during the experiment. The sixth regarded the
change from on-screen drawing of the overall shape to inworkplace editing of the shape as a change in strategy.
Four actors replied that they had changed strategies,
referring to the editing process. One said that their pair

had developed a strategy and stuck with it and the last
said that there had been no change in strategy.
c. I understood my partner’s orientation to the
workspace.
On a 5-point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly
agree) the actors responded with either agree(3) or
strongly agree(3). The instructors’ responses were
agree(4) and strongly agree(2).
d. Instructor: How did you know when your partner
was confused?
Actor: How did you let your partner know when you
were confused?
Both: How did you and your partner deal with this
confusion?
This set of questions explored their sense of working
together. Three instructors did not think their partner
became confused. Two others heard their partner express
confusion verbally and the sixth observed confusion
because of the mis-match of their respective viewpoints.
They responded to the confusion by re-drawing the curve
segments.
Five actors said something to their instructors when
confused and the sixth actor said there was no confusion.
Four pairs dealt with confusion with verbal responses and
re-drawing the shape, and the fifth pair resolved it
verbally.

5.7

Training and Task Times

Both the training in the use of the four guidance modes
and the actual study task were self-paced, with the
instructor working through a sequence of instruction
pages shown on the tablet display. The mean training
time (in minutes:seconds rounded to nearest 5 seconds)
was 9:15 (range 6:15 to 12:30). The mean task time was
8:15 (range 5:20 to 14:10).
This variation in training and task times reflects the
different approaches that each pair of participants took.
Some pairs were content to complete a single pass at
drawing a shape, especially in the training phase, whereas
others wanted to refine the shape until the instructor was
happy with it. One pair completed three paper drafts of a
training shape before moving on. During the actual task
this variation was also obvious. One pair drew the shape
in essentially a single drawing pass, whereas another pair
took elaborate steps to draft and refine the drawing of the
shape.

6
6.1

Discussion
Pointing and Drawing

All six pairs made their choice of pointing and drawing
tool (on-video or in-workplace) based on their perception
of the differing attributes of the tool. In particular, they
were able to see the trade-off between the precision of the
on-video tool against the immediacy of the in-workplace
tool, and were able to make agreed decisions about when
to use which tool. This was particularly so for the pairs
who drew an initial draft on paper, where the situation

changed as they moved from initial drawing to modifying
the completed draft shape and finally drawing onto fabric.
Four of the six pairs drew various forms of draft shape
first and then they used editing instructions to bring the
shape closer to the desired shape. This had the effect of
converting the task from low-level following of line
segments to a higher-level shape editing action
accompanied by verbal shape descriptions and
confirmation dialogue. It also removed the temporal
urgency created by the 5-second fade of the drawn lines.
This understanding and ability, or willingness, to switch
between different tools and modes suggests that
providing multiple technologies to support remote
physical guidance is worthwhile. Just as people can
decide whether to verbalise, gesture or both they also
seem able to decide between the four options offered in
this experiment.

6.2

Guidance Strategies

The guidance strategies employed by the participants
centred on creating a mutually visible artefact, initially a
curve segment and later a full draft version of the shape,
then conducting a discussion with words, drawings and
directional gestures to converge on the required shape.
This draft version of the shape corresponds to the
“publicly available artefact” that Robertson refers to
when she emphasises that the objects in a remotely
collaborative environment need to be available to all of
the participants (Robertson 2002).
Where the participants were able to recognise a
describable shape component they used this higher level
description to assist in editing the shape.
Three
instructors referred to part of the shape as “like a shark
fin”, which was easily recognised by their actors.
Guidance studies frequently use one or two trained
instructors and multiple actors.
In this study we
frequently observed that the guidance strategy was often
collaboratively established, both initially and as the task
progressed. The actual guidance strategies would seem to
depend on the initial training experience and on the
personalities of the pair of participants, so we would
expect quite a range of strategies to appear. This
contrasts with other researchers’ experiments, where a
small number of previously trained instructors worked
with a larger number of experimental participants, and
where the strategies would be heavily influenced by the
experience of the instructors.

6.3

Frames of Reference

Heath, Luff and colleagues discuss the importance, for
participants in tele-collaborative environments such as
this one, of being able to “determine the location,
orientation and frame of reference of others” (Heath et al.
2001). In this experiment we see this importance played
out in mixed ways. All six actors responded that they
understood their instructor’s orientation to the workspace,
even though each instructor used directional words that
were consistent with their own [instructor’s] orientation
but not consistent with their actor’s orientation to the

workspace. All six actors simply ignored the spoken
words and followed the drawing gestures. Only one actor
tried, unsuccessfully, to correct the instructor about this
point.
We discussed this with a participant in our earlier
guidance experiment, who had taken the role of
“instructor”. He noted that, as a trained teacher, he used
terminology like “to your left” when talking to his
partner. In this experiment we did not observe the
instructors using their partner’s body as a frame of
reference.
Heath, Luff and colleagues (ibid) also refer to “stable
reference objects” in the collaborative environment and
the participants made frequent use of these. The primary
reference object was the rectangle of fabric or paper on
which the shape was to be drawn, together with the tip of
the actor’s pen and the display of the instructor’s cursor
and line. When a draft of the shape had been drawn it
became both a stable reference object and a local frame of
reference. The two participants conducted discussions
with respect to the draft shape, and edits to it were made
with reference to the inside and outside of the shape. It
might be interesting to ask what they would have done if
the shape’s outline had not been topologically closed.
During the patch placement component of the task both
participants demonstrated a comfortable grasp of the
three-dimensional space around the foam-core dress and
of its spatial orientation. The instructors pointed directly
to the required location and used spatially appropriate
words to rotate and adjust the patch.

6.4

Collaborative Behaviour

Collaborative behaviour emerged very early in this
experiment, with the participants conducting the selfpaced training task. This behaviour continued through
the experimental task itself, finally reaching an agreed
conclusion to the task. The behaviour was exhibited at
the small scale with guidance, response and query
gestures and words in the drawing of the curve segments,
and at the larger scale with face-to-face video contact to
discuss issues and make decisions.
The participants were also able to take their partner’s
situation into account when making suggestions about
which guidance tool to use. This suggests that the
training tasks had given them enough experience with the
tools and enough observation of their partner’s responses
to effectively consider their partner’s situation.
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Conclusion

The study reported in this paper has shown the following:
•

The participants are able to chose from the pointing
and drawing options supported by the two guidance
technologies based on the precision of each
technology and the ease-of-use for their partner

•

Guidance strategies when using these technologies
can evolve from the base level of sequential drawing
of curve segments to an effective higher level of

interaction centred on shared availability of the
drawn shapes and the interaction tools
•

The participants are aware of each other’s frame of
reference at the level of working with relative
references to shared stable reference objects, and this
level of working can override potential confusion
about each other’s spatial orientation towards the
workspace.

•

This technology (remote guidance technology in a
shared media spaces setting) can support emerging
collaborative behaviour between participants.

The participants in this study actively used and chose
between the four available guidance options, and in doing
so were able to successfully collaborate to complete the
task. The implication for use of remote guidance
technology in actual applications, therefore, is that
providing a range of options is a design decision that
should be seriously considered.
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Future Work

The purpose of this study was to examine, in a relatively
isolated situation, the way that these guidance
technologies might be used in a relatively complex 3D
task. Although the immediately intended target user
group, from the tele-health project’s point of view,
consists of hospital-based clinical staff, the study was
conducted with members of the general university and
CSIRO population precisely because the hospital-based
target group were not available for such a timeconsuming exploratory study. This continues to be the
case, and there are no plans to repeat such a laboratory
study with clinical participants.
We do, however, intend to take the overall tele-health
system into a hospital setting and to conduct pilot and
clinical trials. In this context, the guidance technology
will be a part of the overall tele-health task. While we
will not have control over how the clinicians use
particular aspects of the technology we will be able to
observe how they use the technology in their clinical
practice.
At the time of revising this paper for publication we have
just completed a four-week pilot study at the Royal
Children’s Hospital, Melbourne, Australia, in which we
used the tele-health system to conduct 45 surgical
outpatient consultations. Each of these involved detailed
examination of the patient by the clinic assistant under
direction and guidance from the remotely located
surgeon. This direction and guidance involved a wide
range of delivery modes ranging from pointing and
drawing gestures through to spoken high-level clinical
instructions, all conducted in the context of close
collaboration between surgeon, clinic assistant and
patient. The data is currently being analysed and results
from this data will be submitted for publication in the
near future.
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